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INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS
LEARNING AT CORNISH
Cornish has a proud history of interdisciplinary innovation. Our founder
Nellie Cornish, understood the potential of the “Inter Arts” and our
associations with Modern masters John Cage and Merce Cunningham
set the pace.  We have offered this broad engagement ever since. As
a college that has students working in Dance, Theatre, Performance
Production, Music, Art, Film and Design, the energy created by cross-
departmental works is exciting. The Inter Arts program encourages
students to examine the languages and discourses of each other’s
disciplines. This inquiry reflects current contemporary arts practices
that are ideas driven, that explore collaboration, communication, and
is a program led by faculty who are interested in the full context of an
expanded field.

As part of their baccalaureate degree, all undergraduates must complete
6 credits of coursework beyond major and General Education (Humanities
& Sciences) requirements.  These opportunities are provided by
Interdisciplinary Arts and Creative Corridor offerings,  where students
engage in inter-, trans-, and/or multi-, disciplinary learning, explore a
diverse artistic practice, or deepen focus in a particular subject area.
Students should refer to the Schedule of Classes each semester for
special College Electives choices.

Recent Courses Have Included The
Following:
IA 201  ST: Artist/Citizen  3 Credits  
Develop real-world, professional skills as an independent artist producing
work in the public sphere, outside of traditional arts spaces such as
galleries, studios, and theater. Students develop leadership capacity as
artist-citizens of all disciplines through direct exposure to public planning,
community development, transportation, arts, culture and policy-making
initiatives. Borrowing from civic leadership models, such as Leadership
Tomorrow, students explore the embedded and expanded roles of visual
and performing artists in the public, private and nonprofit sectors.
Students gain an orientation to public process and to their cultural and
governmental institutions through self-directed research, guest speakers
and field trips.

IA 207  Tai Chi Chuan  2 Credits  
This course will teach the 24 Movement Simplified Form from the Chen
Style of Tai Chi Chuan. Tai Chi Chuan training develops smooth fluid
movement, increases circulation, physical strength, balance, focus and
clarity of intention. Supplemental exercises will also be taught to enhance
the student’s experience, and increase the benefits of form practice.

IA 211  ST: Entrepreneur/Leader  3 Credits  
Creative producers of all mediums (painter, photographer, sculptor,
filmmaker, graphic designer, scene designer, interior architect, comic
novelist, etc...) must understand how to distribute work via multiple
media channels. Develop critical digital and online strategies for
outreach, sharing and distribution of your creative work. Through lectures,
demonstrations, and hands-on projects, learn the basics of interactive
publishing, template web/blogs, LinkedIN, Twitter and other SM channels.
In addition, learn how to use these platforms for network-building,
continued learning, research and knowledge-sharing and collaboration.

IA 221  ST: Creative Practitioner  3 Credits  
This unit is a collaboration between Cornish and the staff of Artech, the
region’s premier art handling and collection management company. The
modules are designed to provide working knowledge of art handling,
transport, packing, and display issues. In the field learning module, visit
first-hand sites across the city to observe, reflect, and discuss collection,
display, and exhibition, both public and private. These include museums,
galleries, and collections. The unit’s instructor is a professional in the
field with expertise in object handling, archival processes, collection
management, and display methods and strategies. Students who take
this unit will have the opportunity to be part of the installation crew for
the BFA Art and Design EXPO.

IA 231  ST: Critical Maker  3 Credits  
A technical and conceptual skill building class modeled after the online
community driven practice of speedpainting. This course will use the
rigorous model of a concept prompt, followed by time based sessions
like those used in figure drawing. This unit is designed to strengthen the
conceptual development and digital painting skills of writers, concept
artists, illustrators, game designers, theater production designers, artists
and other creatives.

IA 241  Living Mindfully  3 Credits  
Mindfulness is living intentionally in the present moment without
judgment. In this course we will learn and practice the fundamental
tools of Mindfulness inside of formal practices (meditation) and informal
practices (daily living activities) in order to raise our consciousness,
reduce stress and bring the light of our awareness to ways that we
are contributing to the stress in our lives and ways in which we can
diminish it. Each session will include lecture, mindful yoga, meditation,
inquiry and discussion. We will also study the Science of Mindfulness
(Neuroplasticity) and how it literally restructures your brain to assist you
in living a life of ease, connectivity, wellness and creativity. We will also
explore yoga's sister science, Ayurveda, in order to understand and view
ourselves through this scientific lens. This is truly an Art of Living course!

IA 250  Professional Practices in the Arts  3 Credits  
This course engages students in a critical discussion of creative and
contemporary professional practice. Students develop reflective thinking
practices around their academic and career choices, life transitions, and
individual preparation for navigating the professional world. Students will
develop writing and speaking skills for the professional arts environment,
and will learn to express artistic identity through online presence,
networking, and speaking opportunities. Skills and knowledge gained
in this course will be built upon within discipline-specific professional
practice curriculum. This fulfills the General Education Program
Professional Practice requirement.

IA 251  ST: Innovator  3 Credits  
Create short “found footage” films by combining public-domain footage
with original sound and/or dialogue. Explore montage (i.e. cinematic
editing) in its artistic, historical, and technological contexts (including the
use of digital editing applications). Learn about key issues and resources
relevant to public domain material. Combine sound, text, and existing
images into original character-driven movies (applying classic tenets
of montage to an experimental mode of filmmaking explored by Sergei
Eisenstein, Werner Herzog, Bruce Connor, Dara Birnbaum, and Neil Harvey,
among others).

IA 264  Special Topics in Film History  3 Credits  
Each course in this recurrent series relates a classical mode of narrative
-- comedy, tragedy, epic, genre-at-large -- to the art of politics and cinema.
Goals include the study and practice of core cinematic techniques.
Activities include weekly viewings; short readings in theory, history, and
philosophy; and a combination of creative and analytical assignments.
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IA 265  Film History I: Epic/Cinema  3 Credits  
What exactly makes certain films “epic”? How do specific elements
native to earlier forms of epic narrative (like Homer’s tales of Troy, for
instance) relate to the history of cinema (and to contemporary experience
at large, on and off screen)? Through viewings, readings, and a mix of
creative and analytical outputs, we’ll trace the function of the epic hero/
heroine from its ancient origins to its screen-based manifestations (from
Alexander Nevsky to Buffy the Vampire Slayer). Course website: http://
epicine14.blogspt.com/

IA 266  Film History II: Comedy/Tragedy  3 Credits  
How do film genres differ from their predecessors in theater and
literature? How do cinematic sometimes limit artistic output, and
alternately how do they sometimes facilitate marginalized experiences
and identities? We’ll approach these questions through explorations of
major Hollywood genres (e.g. film noir, Western, horror, screwball comedy,
musical, sci-fi, etc.) Course website: http://genrecine.blogspot.com/

IA 267  Film History III: Film/Genre  3 Credits  
How does “genre film” differ from “art film”? How do cinematic genres
evolve and transform? How do these late-modern structures compare to
the classical genres identified by Aristotle—and how do these questions
relate to the representation of specific identities and experiences? We’ll
approach these issues through a mixture of reading, writing, and weekly
viewings (including samplings of major film genres such as the screwball
comedy, the gangster film, the cinematic musical, horror, science fiction,
etc.). In the process we’ll develop new tools for the work we do as citizen-
artists, whatever medium we work in (whether its film/video, the other
arts, or expository writing).

IA 268  Film History IV: Digital/Serial  3 Credits  
TV and web productions now comprise much of the world’s best narrative
art. How might episodic and/or serial formats express otherwise
neglected dimensions of modern experience? And what can these
emergent formats tell us about their cinematic predecessors? We’ll
track these questions through a mixture of creative and analytical
activities (including weekly viewings). Course website: http://
screenserial.blogspot.com

IA 277  Introduction to Community Arts  2 Credits  
This course presents an overview of community-based arts practices,
including history, philosophy, theory and cultural contexts. Through
developing knowledge of self, artistic tools and host community as the
foundation for understanding community-based art, students will explore
the issues that inform any attempt to "make a difference in the world"
through one's art.

IA 278  Intro to Applied Community Arts  2 Credits  
Applied Community Arts introduces students to the various uses of
art as a medium for education and social development. In this course,
students will explore a variety of artistic methods as they are used in
non-traditional contexts such as teaching, the criminal justice system,
healthcare, political arenas, and community development. Together we
will examine the effectiveness and relevancy of different approaches as
they are applied to communities in the US and abroad. Finally, students
will gain practical experience in facilitating Applied Arts practices through
a group project that aims to serve disenfranchised people within the local
community.

IA 375  Global Arts Encounters I  1 Credit  
Travel to London, New York, and other cities. Each trip will feature visits
to museums, theaters, and other cultural institutions and locations.
Travel happens outside of the regular academic calendar. Lab fee covers
program cost, airfare, and lodging.

IA 376  Global Encounters 1  1 Credit  
The second half of this two semester course includes writing and
reflection on the IA 375 tour experience, culminating in a presentation
open to the Cornish community.

IA 382  Special Topic Interdisciplinary Art  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
NULL

IA 383  SpecialTopic Interdisciplinary Arts  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 384  SpecialTopic Interdisciplinary Arts  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 385  Art SpecialTopic IA  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 386  Art SpecialTopic IA  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 387  Dance SpecialTopic IA  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.
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IA 388  Dance Special Topic IA  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 389  Design Special Topic IA  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 390  Design Special Topic IA  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 391  FN Special Topic IA  3 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 392  FN SpecialTopic IA  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 393  Music SpecialTopic IA  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 394  Music SpecialTopic IA  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 395  PPR SpecialTopic  2 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 396  PPR Special Topic  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 397  THR Special Topic  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 398  Theater Special Topic  2.00 - 3.00 Credits  
Interdisciplinary Art is one of the most exciting forms of artistic
expression today. This course focuses on active collaboration with
other artists, the use of various mediums of artistic expression, in-class
workshops and improvisation, and the process of creating art. Students
will be introduced to different artistic disciplines and can be expected to
share their own ideas and skills with others in a collaborative manner.
The course culminates in the creation of a special interdisciplinary arts
performance at the end of the semester. Recommended for all students.

IA 423  Complex Systems I  6 Credits  
NULL

IA 484  Creating Digital Drama  2 Credits  
In this intense course on collaborative digital filmmaking, participants
work as an interdepartmental ensemble to create a short movie
based on an original story concept. Through extensive practice in
one or more of the following areas, students may gain exposure to
screenwriting, acting /directing for camera, cinematography, musical
scoring, digital editing, production design and sound design. Completed
movie will be screened on campus and available for inclusion in
participants’ demo reels. Prior experience not required. Course website:
digdrama.blogspot.com.


